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The classical description of the isomorphisms between two general linear 
groups over domains, while very concrete, fails to pinpoint the precise 
relationship between the underlying rings and modules. Refer to the coun- 
ter example of O’Meara [9] and the subsequent conjecture of Vaserstein 
[8]. Hahn [S] classifies the isomorphisms in a new way via equivalences 
of categories of modules, and shows as consequence that the connection 
between the rings and modules is expressed by Morita equivalence. In this 
article we use the hermitian Morita theory of Hahn [6] and provide an 
analogue of this result for the hyperbolic classical groups. A special case of 
the main theorems follows. 
THEOREM. Let A and B be rings which have division rings of quotients 
and involutions (possibly trivial). Let M and N be free hyperbolic hermitian 
(possibly symmetric bilinear or alternating) modules over A and B, respec- 
tively. Let 
@: PU(M) + PU(N) 
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be an arbitrary isomorphism of the corresponding projective unitary groups. 
Suppose that the hyperbolic ranks of M and N are both 33. Then there is a 
category equivalence from the category of hermitian modules over A to that 
over B, which arises from a hermitian Morita context, and produces @ by its 
action on morphisms. 
The proof combines the theory of [6] with classical results and techni- 
ques of [2, 41. The basic terminology and notation comes from [S, 121. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a ring (always associative with 1) and let M be a right A- 
module (always unital). Suppose that A has the structure A = (A, ~1, E) of a 
ring with anti-structure and that 
h:MxM+A 
is an (a, &)-reflexive form. We call h nondegenerate if h(x, M) = 0 =s. x = 0, 
and tracevalued if for any x E M there is an a E A such that 
h(x, x) = a% + a. 
Call (A, a, E) quadratic if CI = id,, E = 1 and 2 is not a zero divisor in A; 
alternating if c1= id, and E = - 1; and hermitian if c( # id,. If A is a division 
ring, then it is clear that any (A, ~1, E) is quadratic, alternating, or her- 
mitian; call (M, h) a quadratic, alternating, or hermitian space accordingly. 
Observe that A is commutative in the first two situations. 
Return to the general case. Let GL(M) be the general linear group of M 
and let RL(M) be the subgroup of scalar transformations. The natural map 
P: GL(M) -+ GL(M)/RL(M) 
is the projection map of GL(M). The subgroup of elements of GL(M) which 
preserve h is the unitary group of (M, h) and is denoted U(M, h) or U(M). 
The group PU(M) is the projective unitary group. 
Let 5jA be the category whose objects are all pairs (M, h) and whose 
morphisms are the form preserving linear maps. Recall now certain facts 
from [6]. See also (2.5) of [7]. Let B= (B, fi, 6) be another ring with anti- 
structure and regard both A and B as Z-algebras with anti-structure. A set 
of hermitian equivalence data is an aggregate 
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consisting of an ordinary set of equivalence data together with a map 
8: P + Q which satisfies 
and 
tqupb) = bQ(p) d 
for all UEA, b E B and p, p1 in P. The analogous equation for p follows 
from the associativity properties of sets of equivalence data. The module P 
of such a data defines a category equivalence 
by FAM A) = (M 0 A P, h), where fib 0 P, x, 0 pl) = $&p) 0 
h(x, x,) pl), and Fp(f)=f@lp. See the ,Morita Theorem of [6]. Any 
equivalence 
which is naturally isomorphic to some Fp is a Morita equivalence. If such a 
Morita equivalence exists, A = (A, CI, E) and B= (B, fl, 6) are Morita 
equivalent. One checks that if 
is an equivalence with F(M, h)= (N, k) then cr -+ F(o) defines an 
isomorphism 
F: U(M) -+ lJ( N). 
If F is a Morita equivalence this induces an isomorphism 
F: PU(M) + PU(N). 
Refer to (2.1) of [S] and its proof. 
Suppose rp: A -+ B is an isomorphism of rings with anti-structure. Define 
an equivalence F,: fjA + !jjB as follows: 
F,(M h) = (MB, W, 
where MB is M considered as B-module via cp -’ and 
F(x, x1) = h(x, x,)‘p; 
and F, is the identity on morphisms. Using (1.2) of [5], it is easy to see 
that F, is a Morita equivalence. Let (M, h) and (N, k) be in $)A and !53e, 
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respectively. Let f: M + N be a semilinear isomorphism relative to cp which 
satisfies 
for all x, x1 in M and a fixed b of B. Such a mapping is a unitary semilinear 
isomorphism. The map 
Qf: U(M) + U(N) 
defined by @,-(a) =f$-’ is an isomorphism which induces an isomorphism 
@f: PU(M) + W(N). 
Now suppose that b = 1 and observe that 
f: CM,, h”) -, (N k) 
is an isomorphism in ssB. As in (1.2) and (2.2) of [S], this gives an 
equivalence 
isomorphic to F, such that F1‘(M, h) = (IV, k) and 
Fj: U(M) + U(N) 
is equal to CD/. Observe that Ff is a Morita equivalence. 
Let (M, h) be in 5,. A nonzero vector u E M is isotropic if h(u, u) = 0. 
Suppose henceforth that A4 has isotropic vectors. For an isotropic vector 
u E M and any i E A satisfying 2” = -.4, define T,,~, E U(M) by 
z,,Jx) = x + dh(u, x), 
These transformations are the unitary transvections. Let T(M) be the sub- 
group generated by all the unitary transvections of U(M). Observe that 
T(M) is a normal subgroup of U(M). An easy exercise shows that T(M) is 
trivial if A is quadratic. Let u and w  be in M with u isotropic and u and w  
orthogonal, i.e., h(u, w) = 0. Suppose that A E A satisfies 
The equation 
h(w, w) = 2% + 2. 
E,,,,(x) = x + wh(uE, x) - uh(w + u/l, x) 
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defines an element in U(M). It is easy but tedious to check that 
E u,w,l .Eu,w,.~^, =E,.,+w,,n+1,+h(w,,w), 
E-’ =E u,w,a u,pw,--i.+h(w,w), and 
~-%,,A g - ’ = Knww,~ for G E U(M). 
In particular E,,,,l and E,,,,,l, commute if either h is symmetric or if 
h(w, wr) = 0. If (A, IX, E) is quadratic and 2 a unit of A, then 1= 22’h(w, w) 
and we denote E,,,,A- by E,,. The E,,,,l are the Eichler transformations of 
U(M). Denote by E(M) the subgroup of U(M) generated by all the Eichler 
transformations in U(M). Clearly E(M) is a normal subgroup of U(M). 
Note that 
T(M) G E(M) c U(M), 
since rtiA^= E,, m1m-~. . 9 
Remark: Suppose A is a division ring and that (A4, h) satisfies: h is non- 
degenerate and trace-valued, M has isotropic vectors, and dim A4 is finite 
and 26. Then PE(M) is a non-Abelian simple group. This follows from 
Chapter II of 131. 
A subset X = (x, ,..., x,,} of M is a hyperbolic set if 
(h(xi, Xj)) = 
If X is a basis of A4, M is a free hyperbolic module and X is a hyperbolic 
basis for M. If A has the invariant dimension property we then say that M 
has hyperbolic rank m. It follows easily that if M is hyperbolic, then h is 
tracevalued. For a hyperbolic module M with hyperbolic base X = 
t X I ,..., x*~} let E,(M) be the subgroup of U(M) generated by 
bL,+~ Ja E A, h(xi, x,) = 0). 
Clearly E,(M) c E(M). Suppose m 2 3 and let xi and xj in X be distinct 
with h(xi, x,)=0. Choose X,EX with k odd such that both xk and xk+l 
are orthogonal to both xi and x,. Use of the basic equations for the Eichler 
transformations shows that Ex,o,x,,o is equal to the commutator 
L-Ex,o,xe,o, E, +,(-ux,,ol. 
In particular if m 2 3, the commutator subgroup of E,(M) is E,(M). We 
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will denote Ex,,,x,,o by E,,, ,. This is consistent with the above convention 
in the quadratic case. 
The example below offers concrete illustration of the chief point of this 
section: Equivalent rings with anti-structure give rise to isomorphic unitary 
groups. The subsequent sections of this paper deal with the converse. 
EXAMPLE. Let A be commutative and consider the ring with anti-struc- 
ture A = (A, idA, 1). Let B = Mat,(A) and consider the ring with anti-struc- 
ture B = (B, /I, I,), where I, = (A y) and /I is defined by 
Let n be an even positive integer and let 4: Mat,(B) + Mat,,(A) be the 
obvious ring isomorphism. Denote transpose in Mat,(B) and Mat,,(A) by 
t and T, respectively. Let X and Y in Mat,(B) be the matrices 
where J2 = (7 h) in B. A n easy computation shows that 
Q(y-lwfy) = (w-1(4z)T(dm 
for all Z in Mat,(B). Therefore, 
(zy YZ = Y-s (q4Z)‘(qu-)(q5Z) = q&Y. 
Let N be a free B-module with basis ‘?j = {JJ~,..., y,} and define (N, k) in 
!FJ~ by setting (k(y;, y,)) = Y. A simple change of base shows that (N, k) is 
a hyperbolic module. Now let M be a free A-module with basis ?i = 
{xi ,..., xZn} and define (M, h) in sj, by putting (h(xi, xi)) = 4X. A change of 
base shows that (M, h) is hyperbolic in sA. It follows from above that 
U(N, k) N U(A4, h). 
Observe that U(M, h) is the orthogonal group of a hyperbolic symmetric 
bilinear form over A, while the group U(N, k) is a hyperbolic unitary group 
over a ring with nontrivial involution. 
This isomorphism is explained by this section via the fact that the rings 
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with anti-structure A = (A, idA, 1) and B = (B, 0, Z,) are Morita equivalent 
via the data 
where P = Mat, X *(A), Q = Mat,, ,(A), p and t are given by matrix mul- 
tiplication, and 8 is transpose. 
2. EQUIVALENCE DATA AND THE GROUP E,(M) 
Let A be a ring and let V be a free right A-module. 
Suppose A has the structure A = (A, c(, E) of a ring with anti-structure 
and let h be a form on V such that (V, h) in $jA is a free hyperbolic module 
with hyperbolic base X. Refer to [6] and let (S, CI, E) be a substructure of 
(A, ~1, E) (as z-algebra). Let M be the S-span of 3E in V. Restricting h to A4 
gives a free hyperbolic module (A4, h) in sj, with hyperbolic base X. Iden- 
tify GL(M) with 
{ITEGL(V)IOM=M} 
and consider U(M) E U( I’) G GL( V). Let P, be the projection map of 
GL( V) and P that of GL(M). If the units in the center of S are in the center 
of A, then the composite 
GL(M) + GL( V) + P, GL( V) 
induces an injection 
PGL(M) + P, GL( V) 
and we consider PGL(M) as subgroup of P, GL( V). 
Now let T be another subring of A. If PEA is a S-T bimodule with 
structure inherited from A, we say that P is a bimodule in A. If NE V (or 
A) is a right T-module with structure from V (or A), then N is a T-module 
in V (or in A). If P is a S-T bimodule in A, then 
xmpEm)M,pEP 
tin 
is a right T-module in V. 
(2.1) Assume that card X 2 4 and let N be a right T-module in V. Zf 
aN = N for all o E E,(M), then there is a S-T bimodule P in A such that 
N=MP. 
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ProojI Put X = {xi ,..., xZm} and set Pi = (u E A lxia E N}. Note that Pi is 
a right T-module in A. 
Consider E,,,,, E E,(M). We have 
x3E-1w*, Y)-x2m3, Y)EN all y E N. 
For pePI, y=x,p gives x,p~N. So P,sP,. Similarly P,cP,. 
Repeating with EX4,X, gives P,rP, and P,EP~. So P,=P, and P,=P,. 
Repeating once more with E,,,,,, then E,,,,, shows that P, = P,. Therefore 
Similarly Pi = P, for any i, j. Set P = Pi. 
Let s E S and p E P be arbitrary. The fact that E,,,,,,v stabilizes N shows 
that sap E P. It follows that P is a S-T bimodule in A. Since therefore, 
MP=x,P+ ..’ + x2,,, P, we have MP E N. To prove the inclusion in the 
other direction let 
y=x,a, + “‘X2mu2m, U,EA 
be arbitrary in N. Applying E,,,,, to y shows that x3u, - x2u4 E N. Apply- 
ing &,,x, to x3ul -x2u4 gives x3ul - x2u4 + x2u, in N. Therefore xZul is in 
N and a, E P. Proceed similarly for the other ui. So y E MP. Q.E.D. 
Suppose now that A, = (A, /I, 6) is another anti-structure for A and that 
h, is a form on V such that (V, hi) is in $A,. 
(2.2) Assume that curd X 3 4. Zf 
E,(M)EU(K h,) 
then there is a y E A such that 
(i) h,(x, y)=yh(x, y)for all XE M, ye V, 
(ii) ys” = spy for all s E S, and YE = yp6. 
Proof. Let 3E = {xi,..., x2m } and let s E S be arbitrary. 
Let i >, 3 and consider E,,,, E E,(M). Since E,,,,, preserves h 1, 
h,(x + xjh(x2ss, x) - x,sh(x,, x), y + x,h(x2s&, y) - x,sh(x,, y)) 
= h,(xv Y) 
for all x, y in V. Set s= 1; letting x= xi and y=xi gives h,(xi, xi)=O, 
letting x=x1 and y = x2 gives h,(xi, x2) = 0. Using E,,,,,, gives 
h,(xi, x,) = 0. It now follows that 
h,(x,, ~2) sh(xi, Y) = (E-‘.W’%(x,, Y). 
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Putting h(x, , x2) = y and s = 1 yields 
YhCxi3 Y) = hl(xi3 Y) 
and therefore, replacing s by sa, 
Yswxi, Y) = ~~YW,, Y). 
Choosing y appropriately gives ys” = spy. 
Note that y = hi(x,, x4). Letting i= 1 or 2 and repeating the above 
argument with Exqs,x, shows that 
Yhtxi, Y)=hl(xi~ Y) 
all y, for i= 1 and 2 and therefore for all i. Combining this with the 
equation ys” = spy gives (i). 
It remains to show that YE = yp6. Repeating the above argument once 
more with E,,,,, yields 
~%(x*~ x1) w39 y)=h,(x,, Y). 
Setting y = x4 gives 6+“6 = y. So yp6 = (~-‘)~y = ~(6 -‘)a = y.5 Q.E.D. 
(2.3) Let A be a ring and let A = (A, LX, E) and A, = (A, b’, 6) be two 
anti-structures for A. Suppose V is a right A-module and that (V, h) in !?jJSA 
and ( V, h, ) in bA, are hyperbolic modules with finite hyperbolic bases X and 
9, respectively, each of cardinality 34. 
Let (S, ~1, E) and (T, fi, 6) be substructures of A and A,, respectively, let M 
be the S-span of X in V and let N be the T-span of ‘I) in V. Then (M, h) and 
(N, h,) are hyperbolic modules in B3, and 5jT with hyperbolic bases X and ‘I), 
respectively. 
Suppose E,(M) G U(N) and E,(N) E U(M). Then there is a set of her- 
mitian equivalence data 
such that, 
(i) P and Q are bimodules in A; and 
/.KP@~Q-+S and t:QosP-*T 
are given by u(p 0 q) = pq and s(q @ p) = qp. 
(ii) There is a y E A such that Q = Ppy, and 
B(P) = P”Y, all p E P. 
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(iii) MP=N, NQ=M and mQp+mp and nQq+nq define 
isomorphisms F,(M, h) * (N, h,) and Fp(N, h,) + (M, h) in aT and as, 
respectively. 
Proof. By (2.1) there are bimodules .P, and TQS in A such that 
MP=N and NQ=M. 
This, refer to (2.20) of [S] and its proof, shows that 
(S, T, f’, Q, PL, ~1 
is a set of equivalence data with p and z given as required by (i). Note that 
PQ=S and QP= T. 
By (2.2)(i) there are elements y and y1 in A such that 
h,k Y) = y4-c Y), all x E M, y E V, 
4x, y)=y,h,(x, Y), allxEN, YE v. 
Let x, x1 in M and p, p, in P be arbitrary. Then 
p”yW, x,)p, =h,(-v, x,p,)E T> 
so PpyPs T and hence P”y c Q. Also p”h(x, x1) =y, h,(xp, x,) = 
y, p”yh(x, xl), so p’ = yIpby, all p E P. Similarly, Q”yl z P and q” = Yqay,, 
all q E Q. 
Consider now the map 
&P-Q given by p -+ p”y. 
This map is additive and satisfies (use (ii) of 2.2) 
O(spt) = G%(p) f, all p E P, s E S, t E T. 
We show that it is bijective. To do this we define 0 1 : Q -+ P by q + qay , 
and show that the composites 
6,0: P+ P and OO,:Q-Q 
are bijections. In fact we claim that 
(e,wP)=&Pb-’ all p E P, 
(@,)(q)=kF-’ all q E Q. 
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Since E and S are units in S and T respectively this would prove the bijec- 
tivity of 0 and 8,. Note that Y;E=Y,~ by (ii) of (2.2). Now 
Proceed similarly for 88,. 
To complete the proof of the fact that 
(S, T PA Q, PL, ~1 
is a set of hermitian equivalence data, it is necessary to verify that 
for all p, p1 in P. The following computation establishes the equation 
above. Again make use of 2.2(ii). 
((P,vY&PP)B = PWWWP, 6)d --I = PPYP1. 
It remains to prove (iii). Let X = {x,, x2 ,..., xlm}. Since 
MP=x,P+ ... +x,,p, 
C xipi -+ C xi Q pi provides an inverse for the map M Q sP + MP given 
by x 0 p + xp. Therefore x 0 p + xp defines an isomorphism M 0 s P + N 
of right T-modules. We have 
where h(x 0 p, x1 0 p1 ) = p8yh(x, x1 ) p, . Therefore, 
~(xOP,XIOP1)=P~h,(x,x,)p=h,(xp,x,p,), 
SO that x @ p -+ xp defines an isomorphism 
F,(M, h) 4 (N, k) 
in BT. The other case is done similarly. Q.E.D. 
(2.4) With the notation as in (2.3) assume that 3 and ‘I, have car- 
dinality 26, and that the units in the centers of both S and T are in the cen- 
ter of A. If 
PE,(M) G PU(N) and PE,(N) G PU(M), 
then all the conclusions of (2.3) hold. 
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Proof We prove that 
Kdw s U(N) and E,(N) G U(M). 
Let Ex,s,x, with s E S be a typical generator of E,(M). Recall from Section 1 
that 
E x,s,x,= CE,,,,, E.q+,(-ux,I 
for appropriate k. Since aE,,,,,, is in U(N) for some unit a in the center of 
A, and similarly for E,I;+,c- 1 ),*,, it follows that E,,,,,, is a commutator of 
elements in U(N). So E,(M) E U(N). The other case is identical. Q.E.D. 
3. A CLASSICAL RESULT 
Suppose that (A, a, E) and (B, B, 6) are rings with anti-structure and that 
A and B have division rings of quotients. Let (M, h) be in bA with M free 
of finite rank and h non-degenerate and tracevalued. Choose (N, k) in es 
analogously. 
Let D, be the division ring of quotients for A and extend (uniquely) the 
anti-structure on A to an anti-structure (DA, a, E) on D,. Put 
V=M@,D, and define 
h’: Vx V-r D, 
by h’(C mi@di, mi@d,l)=Ci,jdyh(mi, m;) d,‘. It is easy to see that 
(K h’)ESjD, is nondegenerate and tracevalued. For a base 3E of M, X’ = 
(x 0 1 Ix E X> is a base for V. Let M’ be the A-span of X’ in V, and note 
that M’ is the image of M in V under m -+ m 0 1. This map is an 
isomorphism in $$, from (M, h) to (M’, h’). Note also that for x E V there 
is an a E A such that xa E M’. Consider the homomorphism 
U(M, h) -+ U( V, h’) 
given by cr -+ 0 @ 1. This map is injective with image { 0 E U( V))oM’ = M’ }. 
Identify the unitary group U(M’, h’) with this image. Let P and P, be the 
projection maps of GL(M) and GL( V), respectively, and check that the 
injections above induces an isomorphism 
PU(M) + P, U(M) c P, U(V). 
Observe that PE(M) is mapped onto P,E(M’). 
Let D,, W, k’, 9, ‘$J)‘, N’, etc., be the analogues of the D,, V, h’, X, etc., 
constructed above. 
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(3.1) THEOREM. Suppose the Witt indices of V and W are both > 3. Let 
G be a subgroup of P, U(V) containing P, E(M) and let 
@:G-,P,U(W) 
be a monomorphism such that @Gz P, E(N’). 
Assume that not both V and W are 8-dimensional, hyperbolic quadratic 
spaces. Then there is a unitary semilinear isomorphism f: V + W such that 
The proof of this theorem follows for the most part from a combination 
of the main theorems of [2] and [4]. It will occupy the rest of this section. 
Reference to 2B and 4C of [4] shows that if both V and W are 8-dimen- 
sional quadratic spaces, then the theorem is no longer true. In this case, 
however, @ is described by Theorem 5B of [4]. 
If V is alternating or hermitian, the fact that T(M) E E(M) shows that 
G is a subgroup of P, U(V) which has enough projective transvections in 
the sense of Section 2 of [2]. If V is quadratic, then by Section 1, D, is 
commutative and char D, # 2. Observe that the identity map U(V) + U(V) 
induces an isomorphism P, U(V) + U(V)/{ + 1 y}. The fact that h’/M’ is 
tracevalued shows that G (or more precisely its image under the map 
above) is a full subgroup in the sense of Section 3A of [4]. Analogous 
things are true for @G. Now refer to theorems 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 of [2] and 
theorem 5A of [4]. If it can be shown that @ cannot exist if V is alter- 
nating or hermitian and W is quadratic, then these theorems and symmetry 
considerations supply a proof of the theorem above. For the remainder of 
this section we therefore assume that V is alternating or hermitian and that 
W is quadratic (and in particular that D, is commutative with 
char D, # 2), and show that the assumption of the existence of @ leads to a 
contradiction. This is done with a series of lemmas. These, in statement and 
proof, make heavy use of the concepts and terminology of [2], particularly 
Sections lA, B, C, and [4], particularly Sections 1, 2A, 3A. In the W 
situation we make use of the canonical isomorphism mentioned above and 
assume that P, is the “restricted” projection map 
p,: ww+u(w)l(+L}. 
We denote P,a by 6 and orthogonal complementation by 1. 
(3.2) Let dim W=n. Zf H is a subgroup of P, U( W) consisting 
entirely of involutions, then 
card H d 
2”-1 if n is odd, 
2” ifn is even. 
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Proof. Align the notation (for this proof only) with that of [4] and 
denote U(W) by O,(W) and P, by P. 
(1) Suppose first that n is odd. If CJ’ = - 1 w  for 0 E H, then 
- 1 w~ O,i ( W), a contradiction. So rr2 = 1 w  for all 0 E H. If CJG, = -gi (T, 
for some ~?,a, in H, then 
(ao,)2= -ocJ~o,fJ= -l,, 
a contradiction. So O(T, = err c for all 0, r?i in H and the inverse image under 
P of H in O,(W) is a commuting set of involutions. It is easy to see that 
this set must have cardinality < 2”, and that card H d 2” ~ I. 
(2) Assume that n is even. 
(2i) Assume that n = 2 and that there is a nontrivial 8 E H such 
that g2 = 1 w. So cr = 1, I - 1 R. Since H is abelian, there is a 
homomorphism 
cp:H+Per{P,R} 
from H into the symmetric group on {P, R}. If 6 E ker cp, then 5 = 1 w  or C, 
since R and P are anisotropic. In particular, card H <4. 
(2ii) Assume n is arbitrary (even) and that o2 = -1 w  for all non- 
trivial ~7 E H. To prove the lemma it is clear that we can replace PO,( W) by 
a larger group. Therefore assume by extension of scalars that D, is an 
algebraically closed field. Let i E D, satisfy i2 = -1. Fix a nontrivial 5, E H 
and let Vi and V_, be the characteristic spaces of (or. Since 0: = -1 w, 
~7~ = il V,@ -il “-,. 
Again, since H is abelian there is a homomorphism 
qx H + Per { Vi, Vpi}. 
Let @Ekerq with o#Tw. Since ggr= +JG~, we have rr~r=~~g in this 
case. So (cry = a2a: = 1 w, and 56, = 1 w  by hypothesis. In particular 
c?=c?,, and again card Hd4. 
The two cases above complete the proof of the lemma for n = 2. We com- 
plete the proof by induction on n. If there are no nontrivial 6 E H with 
cJ2= 1 W? we are done by (2ii). So assume that such elements exist. 
(2iii) Suppose there is a 5 E H such that rr = 1, I - 1 R with both 
P and R odd dimensional. As before consider 
q: H+Per{P, R} 
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and let Ho be the kernel. Take the map 
q. : Ho -+ PO(P) 
given by restriction. The image is by (1) a subgroup of cardinality 
<2dim ‘-I. If c?i is in the kernel of (po, then replacing (pi by - cI if \ 
necessary, gives 
a1 = 1 p I a,/R 
with a,/R an involution in O(R). It follows that card(ker cpo) < 2dimR, so 
that 
card H,<2”-’ and card H < 2”. 
(2iv) Suppose finally that for all 0 E H with a2 = 1 W, the 
associated R and P are even dimensional. Proceeding as in (2iii), yields 
card (ker cpo) d 2dim R ~ ‘. 
Since by induction card (im qo) < 2dim P, we are done as above. Q.E.D. 
(3.3) If char D, = p #O, then char D,= p. In particular 
char D, # 2. 
ProoJ Let X be a totally degenerate plane of V. Consider the set of all 
projective transvections in G whose residual line is in A’. By Section 1B of 
[2], this set generates an abelian subgroup H, of G all of whose non-trivial 
elements have order p. If D, is infinite, H, is infinite. If char D, # p, then 
3.7 of [4] or (3.2) gives a contradiction. So D, is finite. Thus G and 
therefore P,E(N’) are finite. The definition of E(F) implies that D, is 
finite. So A = D, and B = D, are finite fields and 
P,U(M’)=P,U(V) and P,U(N’)=P,U(W). 
By Section 1, P,E(M’) and PIE(N) are simple groups. Taking derived 
groups and applying Sections 4-9 of [3] shows that @ restricts to 
a: P,E(M’)rP,E(N’). 
But this contradicts the results of [I]. 
The next three lemmas study transvections in U(V) and G. 
Q.E.D. 
(3.4) If a = z1 22 is a product in U(V) of two noncommuting trans- 
vections with residual lines L, and L,, respectively, then R = L, 0 L, is a 
regular plane in V and aLi # Li for i = 1 and 2. 
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Proof. The references here are all to [2]. By 1.24, L, + L, is a regular 
plane,andby1.19and1.7,R=L,OL,.IfoL,=L,,thenz,L,=L,.SoL, 
is contained in the fixed space of r2 and is therefore orthogonal to Ls. This 
contradicts the regularity of R,. Q.E.D. 
The centralizers C below refer to G, and DC is the derived group of the 
centralizer. 
(3.5) For every isotropic line L of V there is a nontrivial projective 
transvection ? in G with residual line L such that ZE DC(Z). 
Proof: Put L=uD, with u E M’. Choose isotropic v and w  in M’ 
orthogonal to u but not to each other. So h’(v, w) = a, #O. If h’(v, wa) = 
h’(wa, v) for all a E A, 
h’(v, w) a = a”h’(v, w), 
and a’ = a,aa; l for all a E A. The anti-automorphism CI of A is therefore 
the restriction of an inner automorphism of D,. So A and D, are com- 
mutative and CI = id,,. In addition, 
h’(v, w) = h’(w, v)% = h’(v, w) E, 
so E = 1. Since char D, # 2, V is quadratic by Section 1. This is a contradic- 
tion. So there are isotropic v and w  in M’ both orthogonal to u such that 
h’(v, w) # h’(w, v). Applying the formulas of Section 1 gives the following 
equation in E(M): 
Denote this element by t. It is easy to see that r is a nontrivial transvection 
and that r E DC(z). Now apply -. Q.E.D. 
(3.6) Let L be an isotropic line of V and let f be a nontrivial projec- 
tive transvection in G with residual line L. Then 
CDC(t) c G(L), 
where G(L) is the set of all projective transvections in G with line L. 
Proof. Let 6 E CDC(Z) be nontrivial and let L, be any isotropic line 
orthogonal to L. Set Ll = L I X, where X is regular and contains L,. 
Using the argument of (3.5) for L, and X and applying 1.24 of [2], yields a 
nontrivial projective transvection f, E DC(f) with residual line L,. By Sec- 
tion 1B of [2], aL, = L,. By 1.34 of [2], a/L’ =clLl, CED,. Since 
a/L’ E GL(L’), c E Cen DA. By Witt index considerations, L’ is not totally 
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degenerate so that ccoL = 1. Since c- ’ 0 is a nontrivial transvection in U(V) 
with fixed space Ll, we are done by 1.19 of [2]. Q.E.D. 
(3.7) Let L, be an isotropic line of V. Then there is a projective 
transvection Cr in G with residual line L, such that 
with 2’~ U(W) a totally degenerate plane rotation. 
Proof: (A) We show first that there is a projective transvection 5 in G 
with residual line L,, such that Z is a totally degenerate element of U(W). 
The argument is in its key points based on that of Proposition 4.2 of [4]. 
The references to 4.2 below refer to that proposition. 
Using (3.3) and (3.5) in the argument of (1) of 4.2, gives a nontrivial 
transvection 0 with line L, and ~7 E G such that 
with C E U( W) unipotent and dim (rad R’) > 2. If dim (rad R’) = 2, use (3.6) 
and argue as in (2) of 4.2 to obtain the required projective transvection. 
We therefore assume that dim(rad R’) 3 3. Let L be any line in rad R’ 
and let L’ be any line distinct from and orthogonal to L. Put L = uD, and 
L’ = vD, and assume that u and v are in N’. As in (3) of 4.2, there is the 
following commutativity criterion: 
t; commutes with E,,C-‘E;J 
o(Z- 1,)2L’&L. 
Since L’ is a hyperplane in W, (Z- 1 w) L’ has codimension d 1 in R’. So 
choose L’ in Ll such that (C - 1 ,+,) L’ is a line in rad R’ distinct from L. 
Note that (2 - 1 w)2L’ = 0, since rad R’ c P’. Therefore c commutes with 
i? u,u ~~‘,!?;,l. Choose o1 E U(V) such that @5, =E,,. Observe that 
fJ,=CM,~dJ,’ is a product of two commuting transvections and that 
@a, = I?,,~“-“. By Section 1B of [2], R, = L, + g1 L, is totally degenerate. 
We complete the proof of (A). If C is not totally degenerate, there is as in 
(3) of 4.2 a line L in rad R’ and a line L” orthogonal to L such that 
(C- 1 ,+,)‘L” @ L. Put L” = wD, with w  E N’. By the commutativity 
criterion X does not commute with ,?,,,,c-‘E$. Choose cj in U(V) such 
that @O, = E,,. So cq = rr. a,a-‘o,’ is the product of two noncommuting 
transvections and @a, = E,,=, ~ w. By (3.4), R, is a regular plane containing 
L1. Since @r5, and Qi5, commute, so do trz and o4 by Section 1B of [2]. In 
particular rrq R, = R,. Since R, n R, = L, , crq L, = L, . But this contradicts 
(3.4) as applied to o4 = CT. o,a-‘a,‘. This proves (A). 
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(B) We complete the proof of (3.7). If resC = 2, we are done. Assume 
therefore that resC > 4. Since C is totally degenerate, rad R’ = R’. 
Refer to the element E,, constructed in (A) and set C, = E,,r,p “. Since 
R; s R’, C, is a totally degenerate plane rotation. Note that @5, = ,!?I. If 
oIL,=L, then by Section 1B of [2], a,=a.o,cr-‘a;’ is a transvection 
with line L, and (3.7) is proved. Suppose therefore that 0, L, # ~5,. Again 
by Section 1B of [a], R, = L, @ a,L, is a totally degenerate plane. 
Choose an isotropic line L, in V with L2 orthogonal to L, but not to 
cr, L I . Let T be a nontrivial transvection in U( I’) with line L2 and Z E G. Set 
@Z = F By 1.24 of [2], z commutes with 0, so T commutes with Z. Since Z 
is unipotent, T commutes with C. So TR’= R’. Since R’ is totally 
degenerate, R; and TR; are orthogonal, so by 2.3 of [4], ZZ commutes 
with TC,T-*. So c2 commutes with zri,Z-’ and hence (T* commutes with 
f(TZT-l. So cr.oir~‘a-~ commutes with o.z(a,a-‘o,‘)z-‘. The two fac- 
tors singled out in each of these products commute, therefore (T I c ~ ‘0; ’ 
commutes with ~(a,o-lo;‘) z-i. Th ese elements are nontrivial transvec- 
tions with lines (rl L, and zcr,L,, respectively. So (T, L, and zc, L, are 
orthogonal. If zo,L, = oILI, (T, L, EL: which is not the case. So a,L, + 
z(~i L, is a plane which clearly contains the residual line L2 of z. Since o1 L, 
is orthogonal to this plane, it is orthogonal to L,. This contradicts the 
choice of L, and completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
(3.8) Zf V is alternating or hermitian and W is quadratic, then @ 
does not exist. 
Proof. Let L be an isotropic line of V and choose a transvection g in 
U(V) with residual line L such that @O = Z with ZE U(W) a totally 
degenerate plane rotation. By Section 2A of [4], C = E,,, with u E N’. 
Extend {u, u}to a hyperbolic set {u, ui, u, u,} of W and let W, be the D,- 
span of this set. Choose a non-zero b in B such that v, bEN’. Let w’ be an 
isotropic vector in N’ orthogonal to W,, and let w  = w’b. Note that 
{u, u, w} span a 3-dimensional, totally degenerate subspace X of W. Put 
C, = E,,,w and observe that Z,E@G. Put C,v=w,. Then w,=u+w. Now 
C, = C, E,,,C;’ 
and see that Z, = E,,,. Choose ui E U( V) such that Qi5, = Z, and set crZ = 
oI aa; ’ . We have that aZ is a transvection in U(V) with line (ri L and that 
CDS, = c,. 
We assert that h’(L, cri L) = 0 and that g1 L # L. By Section 1, 2 and C, 
commute. Therefore by 1.16 of [2] so do CJ and crZ. Thus by 1.20 of [2] 
h’(L, c1 L) = 0. Now assume to the contrary that g1 L = L. Suppose that 
-- e-1 
? E G is any element such that 2~~~5 commutes with 5,. Then by Sec- 
--- 
tion 1B of [a], h’(z(a, L), g1 L) = 0. So h’(zL, L) = 0 and zozpl commutes 
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with 6. Now choose c E B, c #O such that U~CE N’ and set T= E,++. 
Clearly TE @G and 
TszT-' = E,,,, = E~u,w, = -%,,-Tw 
So by Section 1, TZ, T-’ commutes with C,. Now TCT-’ = E,,,. Direct 
computation shows that Tu = u + ui cb and TV = u - ui cb. Therefore 
{u, v, Tu, To} spans WI. Since W, is 4-dimensional and regular, we have 
by 2.15 and 1.2 of [4], that TET- ’ and 2; do not commute. This con- 
tradicts the properties of Z above and shows that ei L #L. 
Now set Z, =Z,E;,‘. So C, = E,,. Put a3 = aza-’ and observe that 
@53 = Zi3. We complete the proof of the nonexistence of @ by showing that 
OS and G, have different group theoretic properties. 
Let TE @G be any element commuting with Z. By Sections 1 and 2A of 
c41, 
T(uD, + oD,) = uD, + oD,, 
so that Tu E uD, + vD,. Since TZ, T-’ = ET,,,, 
E Tu,Tw(U)=U-(Tu)k'(Tw, u) and E Tu,Tw(W)=W-(Tu)k'(Tw, Wh 
and 
it follows that the residual spaces of both 
z3 and (T&T-‘)(&)(TZ,T-‘)-I 
are contained in X. So these elements commute by 2.3 of [4]. 
Recall that L and al L are orthogonal and distinct. Choose an isotropic 
line K in V such that h’(K, L) = 0 and h’(K, a, L) # 0. Let z be a nontrivial 
transvection with line K such that ZE G. By Section 1B of [2], r commutes 
with a. Now, 
ta3r PI = ~a2a-‘~-’ = -I za25F1a-’ = a4a , 
where aq is a transvection with line r(al L). Since z(a,L) E a1 L + K and 
z(ai L) # a1 L, h’(za, L, a1 L) # 0, and h’(za, L, L) = 0. In particular, a4 and 
a-’ commute. Now, 
(za3t-‘) a3(2a32-*)-’ = a4a-L(a2a-1)(aaq1) = a-‘. a4a2aT1. 
Observe that a*a*a;’ is a transvection with line a,(a,L). Note that 
a4(a, L) c a, L + z(ai L), and that a4(a, L) and a, L are distinct. Therefore 
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L is orthogonal to o,(o,L) but rri L is not. Note in particular that 
0-l commutes with a,o,a;‘. If (r3 commutes with (vJ~~-~)~J~(zc~~-‘), 
then a20-i commutes with 0-l. a,o,o;‘. Since both pairs of factors 
commute, this implies that (T* commutes with ~~o~cr;~, a contradiction 
since a,L is not orthogonal to o,(alL). Using 1.16 of [2], we get in 
summary that that f commutes with ~7 but 8, does not commute with 
(~~;z-1)(,,)(,-,3z-1)-I. Q.E.D. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
Let A = (A, 01, E) and B = (B, ,$6) be rings with anti-structure and sup- 
pose that both underlying rings have division rings of quotients. Let (44, h) 
in $3A and (N, k) in es be free hyperbolic modules. Suppose that G is any 
subgroup of PU(M) containing PE(A4). 
(4.1) THEOREM. Assume that the hyperbolic ranks of both (M, h) 
and (N, k) are 2 3. If both (A, a, E) and (B, /I?, 6) are quadratic, exclude the 
case where both (M, h) and (N, k) have hyperbolic rank 4. 
Let @: G -+ PU(N) be a monomorphism with @Gz PE(N). Then there is a 
Morita equivalence 
F:5,+5i, with F(A4, h) = (N, k) 
such that @ = F( o. Zn particular A and B are hermitian Morita equivalent. 
Proof. Let X be a hyperbolic base for M and let 9 be one for N. Con- 
struct D = D,, V, h’, X’, and M’ and analogously D’ = D,, W, k’, g’, and 
N’ as in the initial part of Section 3. Denote both injections 
PU(M) + P, U(M) c P, U(V) 
PU(N) + P, U(N’) c P, U(W) 
by -. An application of Theorem 3.1 gives a unitary semilinear 
isomorphism f: V -+ W such that the diagram 
P,U(V) Of * P,U(W) 
-1 T 
- 
G Q, @G 
commutes. Let cp: D -+ D’ be the ring isomorphism attached to f and recall 
that there is a d’ E D’ such that 
for all v. v, in I/. 
k’(fv, fu,) = d’h’(u, vl)@ 
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Define an anti-structure D, = (D, fil, 6,) on D by setting 
&I = &‘h-’ 3 and 6, = c.s’p-‘. 
Define h,: I/x V+ D by 
h,(u, ~l)=Qhf~,)‘p-’ 
and observe that (V, h, ) is a hyperbolic module in !+j,, with hyperbolic 
base (r)i =S-’ ‘2)‘. Let B, = ‘p-‘B and note that (B,, /I,, 6,) is a substruc- 
ture of D,. In addition, cp: B, -+ B is an isomorphism of rings with anti- 
structures. Put N, =f-‘(N’). Since N, is the B,-span of (z)l in V, (N,, k,) 
is a hyperbolic module in es, with hyperbolic base ‘1) r. The mapf: N, + N 
semilinear isomorphism 
g$$i~,) = h,(n, TZ,)“. 
relative to cp: B, + B, satisfying 
Return to the diagram 
PI UC v @’ + P,U(W) 
UI UI 
p, ww PI VW 
- 
I I- 
G -% @G 
Since Qf(P, U(N,)) = P, U(N), 
PIE,,(M) G GG P, U(N,). 
Since P,E,.(N’)s~, P,E,,(N,)=~~‘(P,E,.(N’))EG, and 
f’,&,W,)~P, Wf’). 
In summary, (2.4) applies to D, D, , A, B, , V, h’, h, , X’, r) I, M’, NI , etc. 
Therefore there are bimodules A P,, and B,QA in D and a set of hermitian 
equivalence data, 
MB P 19 A s,+ BI @ QA,PL,T) 
as in (2.3). Consider the equivalence Fp: aA + ba, and the sequence 
Fp(m-rm@l) FAW A) - F&W’, h’) + (N,, h,)L (N’, k’) + (N, k). 
The first two maps are isomorphisms in sjs,, and the last is an 
isomorphism in sj,. Denote the composites of the first two, first three, and 
all four maps respectively by g,, g, and g. Setting 
FAM A) = WC3 AP, h) 
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gives the equation 
WgtmOP), gtm,OP,))=~(mOP,m,OP,)‘P. 
Consider the change of ring functor F,: sj,, + sj,. Applying a construction 
of Section 1 to the semi-linear isomorphism 
g: F,(M h) -+ (N k) 
gives a Morita equivalence Fg: sj,, + !+js satisfying Fg(F,(M, h)) = (N, k) 
with 
Fg: U(M@ AP) + U(N) 
given by F;“(r) = grg-‘. Consider the diagram 
P,U(M’) = p, U(N, 1 @’ t P, U(N’) 
- T T T- ww -fL PU(M@ P)L WN) 
where the middle map is induced by g,. The left square commutes because 
for 7 E U(M) 
70 lo= g,(7O lp) g,’ 
Note that the right -is induced by g,g--‘. Since 
g3g~1tg7g-‘)tg3g-1)~1 = g37g;’ = (fg,) a&r 
for all 7 E U(M@ P), the right square commutes, and hence the diagram as 
a whole. 
Letting F $3A -+ Be be the Morita equivalence FgF, and juxtaposing the 
above commutative diagram with the first diagram of the proof completes 
the verification of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. The theorem fails if the bound on the hyperbolic rank is 
lowered to 2. There are exceptional automorphisms in alternating 
situations of hyperbolic rank 2 which supply counterexamples. See Sec- 
tion 5 of [lo], for example. A similar phenomenon arises in situations 
where both underlying modules are quadratic of hyperbolic rank 4. Refer 
to Section2B and Section 4C of [4]. The scope of this exceptional 
phenomenon is limited however: 
(4.2) THEOREM. Suppose that both (A, LX, E) and (B, B, 6) are quadratic 
and that the hyperbolic ranks of (M, h) and (N, k) are 4. 
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Let @: G -+ PU(N) be a monomorphism with @Gz PE(N). If either 
G = PU(N) or @ is onto then the conclusions of (4.1) hold. 
Proof: It is not difficult to produce elements in U(M) that do not have 
determinant 1, and analogously for U(N). This means that the first alter- 
native of Theorem 5B applies to @. Now proceed as in the proof 
of (4.1). Q.E.D. 
Note added in proof: For a survey of the entire isomorphism (and homomorphism) theory 
of the classical and related groups, refer to A. Hahn, D. James, and B. Weisfeiler, 
Homomorphisms of algebraic and classical groups: A survey, in “Canadian Mathematical 
Society Conference Proceedings,” Vol. 4, pp. 249-296, 1984. 
The mention of this survey is a reminder of the tragic fact that Boris Weisfeiler of 
Pennsylvania State University died in early 1985 while hiking in the area of the Chilean 
Andes. He and his considerable mathematical energies and talents will be missed by his many 
friends and colleagues. This paper is dedicated to his memory. 
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